the Forecast
Forth Quarter 2018

As we approach the fourth quarter...

local acreage begins to decline and we prepare for the annual
transitions to southern growing districts/countries. With days
getting shorter during the last quarter of each year nighttime
temps, which are extremely important for growth rates, are a key
factor in production.
Even though there is a 70% chance of El Niño conditions coming
into play this winter, forecasts are contradictory; as an example,
in the California and Arizona desert growing region the Climate
Prediction Center is calling for above normal precipitation and
temperatures while the Old Farmer’s Almanac, with its self proclaimed 80% historical forecast accuracy, is
calling for above normal precipitation and below normal temperatures.
Moving through the Fall keep an eye out for seasonal
products such as quince, cranberries, persimmons, hard
squash, pumpkins and sweet potatoes to name a few.
To prepare for and implement these promotional
and menu opportunities contact your local PRO*ACT
distributor.

Until Winter,

Joe Cimino, V.P. of Procurement

PRO*ACT is a National Network of Local Distributors
PROACTUSA.com
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Commodity Updates
Apples
We are currently in full swing harvesting mode with apples across the country. As
suppliers fill the controlled atmosphere rooms with this years crop, the initial reports
of size profile will be heavier to the 113ct and larger. This year will be much different
from last year, where small size fruit such as 125 count and smaller will be limited.
The overall quality reports are that the fruit this year will be excellent with good
sugar levels and decent pressure tests of the fruit. All varieties of apples will be
available by mid November.

Peak Season
Peak Season will be the whole year as they pack and
store apples long term.

Transition
Only transition to talk about will be the finishing of the California
apple season here in mid October. Then we will see a shift on the
west coast to Washington.

Asparagus
Mexico: Southern Baja (Ciudad Constitucion) will be in production through 2nd week in October. Northwestern Mexico (Hermosillo/
Obregon) will have production starting the first week in October, through the middle of November. Depending on weather some fields will
open in Northern Sonora (Caborca) at the end of December.
Peru: Volume from Southern Peru (ICA) will begin the first week in October, and continue through the first 10 days in December. We will then
see a decrease in production due to seasonality for the remainder of December. Northern Peru (Trujillo) should have volume through end of
December, and they will start to close fields during the first 2 weeks in January.

Avocados
Mexico: Quarter 4 will begin the transition from “Flora Loca ” crop into the
“Aventejada “crop come October and runs into June. Main season fruit will appear
bumpy green or black skin with some ridging. Skin will darken during ripening. Off
bloom fruit will appear with bright green skin. Skin may not darken and may possibly
checkerboard during ripening. Expect fruit to have the darkest color skin from the
months of April – June. Production will start off with low volume and increase as
Mexico reaches peak season. As the season progresses, dry matter will increase
and days of shelf life will decrease. Quarter 4 fruit out of Mexico will overlap with
California crop starting in January and into June. Peak window for Mexican fruit in
quarter 4 winter season is from October and runs into December. California will
have its peak season from April – June. Peru will peak in July and Chile will peak in
October.

PRO*ACT is a National Network of Local Distributors
PROACTUSA.com
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Commodity Updates
Bell Peppers
East: At the beginning of the 4th quarter green bell pepper will be
starting to wind down in Michigan, Ohio and the northeast. South
Carolina and Georgia will be in the beginning stages of their fall crops
that will last until at least mid-November or longer if the weather does
not get too cold. Central Florida will start the second week of November
and south Florida will start the first week of December. Planted acreage
in South Carolina and Georgia are about the same as last year, plantings
in central and south Florida are down this year. Typically central Florida
does not plant a large fall vegetable crop so they can concentrate on
strawberries. South Florida has cut back considerably the last two years,
due to competition from Mexico. Last year was estimated to be a 1500
acre reduction and this year appears to be another 1000 acres in South
Florida.
West: Green bell pepper production is declining steadily in coastal
California. Cooler nights have slowed production, but the quality of the
fruit has been very good. The coast will continue the Summer season
until late September or early October, when pepper production begins
in the Coachella valley for the Fall crop. High volume is expected from
the valley in mid to late October. Supplies will be lighter from the desert
in mid November, as the fall season comes to an end. The main western
shipping point will then be Nogales, AZ. for winter supplies. High
volume is expected out of the Sinaloa (Mexico) growing area from early
December through mid-April. A tropical depression in mid-September brought heavy rain to the Sinaloa valley, but damage was limited and
mostly caused delayed planting schedules. Peppers out of the area will now be 2 -3 weeks later than originally scheduled, this could create
a supply gap in late November. McAllen, TX will have bell peppers from central Mexico for the Fall season, and also from western Mexico in
the Winter.
In coastal California, cooler nights in the region have slowed red bell pepper production rapidly, after a very warm Summer that caused
the plants to provide heavy supplies early. Consequently, lighter than normal volume is expected out of the coast at the end of September,
and into October. The next growing area will be Coachella, where the red pepper harvest begins in mid to late October for the Fall season.
The desert will be the main shipping area on the west coast until the volume from Mexico, loading out of Nogales, begins to increase in
mid December. McAllen, TX will have hot house colored bell peppers from central Mexico in the Fall, and also from western Mexico in the
Winter.
Yellow bell peppers from the coastal California growing area are in light supply, with high demand. Production will continue on the coast
until mid to late October, when Coachella is due to start the Fall season. The desert will supply peppers through the month of November. In
December, the main shipping area on the west coast will be Nogales, as the volume from Sinaloa, Mexico begins to increase for the Winter
season. McAllen, TX will have hot house colored bell peppers from central Mexico in the Fall, and also from western Mexico in the Winter.

Peak Season
East: Mid October in South Carolina and Georgia.
West: Peak volume for Mexico will be in January, and then
again in March when newer fields produce high volume again.

PRO*ACT is a National Network of Local Distributors
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Transition
East: the first week of October from the mid-west to South
Georgia. Mid-November from Georgia to Central and South
Florida.
West: Peppers production will transition to Coachella in early
October. In mid November, supplies will begin to increase in
Nogales, from Mexico. Bells will load in Nogales through the
month of April.
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Commodity Updates
Berries (Blackberries)
Supplies are expected to be limited in the front part of Q4, then increase by November with peak production expected for early December.
Salinas, Watsonville and Santa Maria harvest will quickly decline in the beginning of October. Supplies are expected to be very limited
through October and quality will be a challenge. Due to the warm weather all summer, harvest was pushed ahead of schedule, leaving
the late season fruit much more limited than expected. Additionally, the berries are softer and showing some red cell because of the early
heat exposure. Once Mexico starts in late October and ramps up by November, we expect to see much better quality and supplies through
December. This fruit will be harvested in central Mexico and transferred to several loading points including California, Arizona, Texas and
Florida.

Peak Season
Mexico: Early December

Berries (Blueberries)

Transition
Salinas, Watsonville and Santa Maria: Finish by late October
Mexico: Start late October, harvest through December

Quarter 4 is the transitional period between domestic production
and import fruit. As we start Q4 in October, we will see all domestic
production end quickly. The Pacific Northwest will have very little
fruit left to harvest and quality will be marginal. There may be some
storage fruit available, but again, quality may be a challenge. Michigan
will be done and the industry will be depending on import fruit to fill
the pipeline. On the east coast you will see improvements in supply
rather quickly as we move through October; with fruit arriving from
Peru and Argentina. Initially, this fruit will be flown into the designated
loading location (Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Miami). As production
increases more fruit will travel by boat and shippers will receive much
larger volumes. We will have an overlap with Chilean fruit arriving in
mid November and this will become the primary source for the east
coast by December. On the west coast, we will see a supply shortage
for the front part of Q4 as all the domestic production will be done
and we wait for the Mexican harvest to ramp up. Depending on how quickly the Peruvian and Argentinean harvest increases, we may see
some of that fruit get transferred to California to fill gaps. However, by November, we expect to see Baja and Mexican harvest ramp up to fill
demand. That fruit will cross in Texas and be available to load in California, Arizona and Texas. Despite a some shortages on the west coast
in the front part of the quarter, we expect consistent supplies and good quality through December.

Peak Season
Peru – Mid-October
Argentina: Late October
Chile: Mid-November
Mexico: Mid-November

PRO*ACT is a National Network of Local Distributors
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Transition
Pacific Northwest: Finish by early October
Peru: Start early October, finish by November
Argentina: Start early October, finish late November
Chile: Start early November, harvest through December
Mexico: Start mid-October, harvest through December
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Commodity Updates
Berries (Raspberries)
Raspberry supplies are expected to remain fairly consistent through quarter 4. By mid October, we will see Salinas, Watsonville and Santa
Maria harvest taper off quickly, but will be immediately followed by Mexico. Mexico production is expected to start in October with limited
volume and will gradually ramp up as we start November. Mexico will be the primary growing region throughout Q4. Fruit will be harvested
in central Mexico and transferred to several loading points including California, Arizona, Texas and Florida. Peak harvest is expected in
December, but supplies should be consistent until then, unless we encounter any freezing temperatures.

Peak Season
Mexico: Mid-December

Transition
Salinas, Watsonville, and Santa Maria: Finish by late October
Mexico: Start mid October, harvest through December

Berries (Strawberries)
Quarter 4 is the heart of the winter transition period for strawberries.
As we being Q4 in October, we will see production in the Salinas /
Watsonville areas start to slow down. This year, we have had a very
warm and dry summer. This has pushed a big portion of late season
fruit up earlier in the harvest rotation, leaving the tail end of the Salinas
/ Watsonville season lighter than expected on fruit. Additionally,
the warmer weather has caused the fruit to be softer than what we
would typically expect for a fall berry. Quality will be a challenge for
the remainder of the season up north. We can expect this to be the
case until we completely phase out of this area come November.
Santa Maria has already started with new fall crop production and will
gradually ramp up through October with peak production expected
to hit late October. Santa Maria will then gradually decrease through
Q4 and finish up by Late November. Oxnard will also get started
early in Q4. Volume will be light at first, but will increase gradually
through October and is expected to reach first peak in production by
mid November and harvest will continue through December. We will see an overlap with Mexican production by November, fruit will be
harvested in central Mexico and transferred to several loading locations in California, Arizona and Texas. On the east coast, we will see
Florida production beginning late November and will be the primary production region through December. Barring any major weather
events, we expect to see consistent supplies throughout Q4.

Peak Season
Santa Maria : Late October
Oxnard: Late November
Mexico: Mid-December
Florida: Mid-December

PRO*ACT is a National Network of Local Distributors
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Transition
Santa Maria: Start early October, finish by December
Oxnard: Start mid-October, harvest through December
Mexico: Start mid-November, harvest through December
Florida: Start late November, harvest through December
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Commodity Updates
Broccoli
Lettuce Leaf

Brussels Sprouts

Cauliflower

Lettuce Tender Leaf

Celery

Cilantro

Green Onions

Lettuce Iceberg

Kale

Santa Maria/Oxnard: This growing region for three quarters of this year has had minimal rain. High temperatures have caused crop
damage to multiple commodities, most notably cilantro. Other crops like bok choy and nappa cabbage have been difficult commodities
for growers to produce a consistent product due to warm temperatures in the third quarter. These particular commodities were light in
availability out of Mexico as well. Erratic temperatures caused for low yields out of that region. This caused the southern California region
to be leaned on more heavily and strong markets has been the result. Now, going into the fourth quarter, many suppliers are planting about
5-10% over the previous year in expectations of good markets. Yuma is not as good a region for the miscellaneous items like parsley, kale,
celery and cabbages as well as the commodities mentioned earlier, compared to southern California. Celery in Oxnard will begin at the end
of October to early November. The celery production is expected to be plentiful barring any major rain or freezing temperatures.

Peak Season
April 1st -November 1st is the peak period of product out of Santa Maria. October 15th-May 15th is the peak period for Oxnard. No celery
plantings in Oxnard can be in the ground starting July15th to August 5th.
Salinas Valley/Yuma: Looking forward into the next 3 months brings us to the end of the Salinas Valley growing season and transitioning into
the Huron and Yuma growing season. The Salinas Valley has seen numerous days of hot weather last month pushing commodities ahead of
schedule from 7 to 14 days. Currently the Salinas Valley is experiencing a cooling trend and is correcting the harvest schedule bringing the
commodities back on schedule. Look for the nights to remain cool along with the shorter daylight hours to also be a factor in bringing the
commodities to their planned crop schedules. The weather forecast the next month looks to stay moderate in the Salinas Valley with no real
big swings to disrupt the end of the season. Look for quality and supplies to also stay consistent as we reach the end of the Salinas Valley.
The plantings in Huron are currently scheduled to start the last week of October with iceberg lettuce and the first week of November with
leaf. Huron is starting a little later than normal and looks to be a shorter season compared to year’s past. Plantings have started in the Imperial
Valley as well as Yuma and harvest looks to begin the 2nd week of November. One uncertainty is if and when the Salinas Valley season will
finish, will Yuma be ready to take on the business / demand. As the daylight hours decrease, coupled with cooler temperatures of the fall and
winter, we will see the typical transitional swings in supplies and markets.

Peak Season
Salinas Peak Season will end the week of October 29thNovember 3rd. Huron Peak Season will start October 24th with
iceberg lettuce and November 5th with leaf. Huron Season
will last until November 17th. Yuma Peak Season will begin
November 14th and run through the 1st Quarter of 2019.

PRO*ACT is a National Network of Local Distributors
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Transition
Salinas season ends last week of October through 1st week of
November. Huron begins last week of October. Yuma begins 2nd
week of November.
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Commodity Updates
Carrots
California plantings look to have enough acreage to meet projected fresh
carrot and value added carrot demands this upcoming quarter. With that said,
sizing looks good on the Jumbo size with good quality expected. Transition
out of the Cayama/Lancaster area and into the Bakersfield will happen in early
December on both conventional and processed carrots. Yields could come off
some with the potential cooler winter weather being a factor.

Peak Season
Cuyama/Lancaster: Until early December

Transition
Bakersfield: Start early December.

Chili Peppers
Conventional hot pepper varieties have mostly been loading in San Diego and Los Angeles during the summer. The peppers are being
grown in Baja California for the most part, with additional supply available from central Mexico. Hot peppers are also shipping from the
Santa Maria growing area, in lighter volume. As the Summer season comes to an end, Nogales will be the next major shipping point. The
hot pepper season from western Mexico will begin in mid to late October, and continue through April and into May. Supplies will be light
from time to time, as production shifts to different growing regions in Mexico. There will also be hot peppers available in McAllen from
central Mexico in the Fall, and from western Mexico in the Winter.

Peak Season
West: Peak volume for hot peppers is expected to come in
November, January, and once again in April.

Transition
West: Hot pepper production from western Mexico will begin in
late October. Supplies will be available through May. Production
in Mexico will transition to new growing areas in December, and
once again in March.

Citrus (Lemons)
As we enter in the fourth quarter we will transition into district 3 fruit. District 3 growing regions consists of acreage from the Coachella
valley to Yuma Arizona. Supplies are still trending to the bigger size fruit. 165 count, 200 count, and 235 count will be limited for the
duration of this growing cycle. This was mainly caused by warmer than normal temperatures from the past couple of months. The quality
should be really nice as there have been little weather related issues affecting it. Also markets will stabilize with increased supplies.

Peak Season
Peak season for district three fruit will be the month of
November to mid December.

PRO*ACT is a National Network of Local Distributors
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Transition
Transition has already started although we will be in full swing
harvesting by October.
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Commodity Updates
Citrus (Limes)
Limes are grown year round in Veracruz, Mexico. Growers are set up to rotate crops/fields as they come in and out of old crop to new
crop orchards. Peak times are sporadic. About every 90 days they will do anther passing on fields they have previously harvested. Expect
smaller fruit (200, 230 and 250s) when getting new crop fruit and larger fruit (150 and 175s) due to the fruit sitting on the tree longer. But the
fruit will not size up if there isn’t any rain in the forecast. Expect to see the demand go up when Lemons get tight.

Citrus (Oranges)
The fourth quarter for oranges will be a difficult start. We will be finishing the already depleted Valencia season. The new crop navel season
will start mid October. The size of the whole crop will be larger than last year, which is good news. Although the bad news is that it will be
mostly weighted to 88 count and larger size oranges. The 113 count and 138 count navel orange supplies will still be limited. The quality will
drastically improve as we have struggled with the Valencia crop.

Peak Season
Peak season will begin in mid November and last through
February.

Transition
Transition will start in mid-October as we switch from Valencias to
Navels.

Cucumbers
East: At the beginning of the 4th quarter cumber supplies will be light. The mid-west and northeast will wind up early this year, North Carolina
will be hurt at the very least after hurricane Florence but by October that
region is not a big factor. Georgia and north Florida will be starting light
volume in late September and most shippers will be harvesting by the first
week in October. Central and South Florida will start late October with light
volume and the offshore Honduran deal will start mid-November and last
through the winter.
West: Cucumbers are being grown mostly in Baja California for the west
coast, and are available to load in San Diego or Los Angeles. Supplies are
expected to remain consistent through October. Cucumbers for the Fall
season will be available to load in Nogales in early to mid October. Volume
from Mexico will increase in early November, and remain fairly consistent
through May. There will be periods with lighter volume, as supplies will
come from different growing areas in Mexico for the Fall, Winter, and
Spring seasons. Cucumbers from central Mexico will be available to load in
McAllen, TX in the Fall, and also from western Mexico in the Winter.

Peak Season
East: Mid-October in Georgia and early December
with the import deal.
West: Peak production from Mexico is in
November, January, and April. Lighter supplies are
expected in December and March, as production
shifts to different growing regions.

PRO*ACT is a National Network of Local Distributors
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Transition
East: 1st week of October from the mid-west and northeast to Georgia and
north Florida. The next big transition will happen in mid-November, from
Florida to the Offshore Honduran import deal.
West: Cucumbers will be coming from Baja through September and into
October. Production will then come from western Mexico, through Nogales,
until mid May. Light supplies expected when Mexico transitions to new
areas in December, and once again in late March.
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Commodity Updates
Eggplant
East: Staring off the 4th quarter Eggplant will be shipping from Michigan, Ohio, New Jersey, South Carolina and Georgia. The northern
regions of the country will be finishing up for the season, this year Michigan and Ohio will finish for the season a week or 10 days early. New
Jersey and the states on the east coast have had a wet summer causing some quality issues. South Carolina, Georgia and north Florida
are starting in late September and will be in steady volume by October. Central and South Florida will start the first week of November and
continue through the end of the year.
West: Eggplant is currently available to load in Fresno. Eggplant supplies will be shipping from the central valley until early to mid October,
when production begins in the Coachella valley for the Fall. The desert will continue to harvest through most of November, when supplies
in Nogales are scheduled to begin arriving from Sinaloa, Mexico for the Winter. The Sinaloa valley will continue to produce fruit through
April. Eggplant will also be loading in McAllen, TX in the Winter.

Transition

Peak Season
East: Mid-October in South Carolina and Georgia.
West: Eggplant production out of Mexico is expected to be at
it’s highest in late December, and once again in February.

East: 1st week of October from the Mid-West to Georgia and MidNovember from Georgia to Florida.
West: Eggplant production will transition to Coachella in October.
Nogales will ship eggplant, from Mexico, starting in November.
Mexico will supply through April and into May.

Grapes
There should be some CA red grapes available to load until the end of December. There
are still plenty of CA red grapes on the vines. Vintage reds, Crimsons, and Scarlet Royals.
Green grapes will start to become a challenge in mid-November as CA finishes up and the
import fruit struggles to get going. Northern Peru should be starting up with green grapes
in late October, and then reds starting in late November/early December. We may see
1-3 vessels of Chilean grapes arrive on the East Coast before the first of the year. We will
probably see only one vessel of Chilean grapes on the West Coast before the first of the
year. We do not plan on seeing many Peruvian and Chilean grapes in North America until
mid-December. This fruit will be expensive, so there will be plenty of incentive for retail
and food service buyers to stick with CA grapes through the first of the year, as long as the
quality holds up.

Transition
California grapes will begin to wind down towards the end of Q4. Offshore grapes will begin to arrive in November/December.

Melon (Cantaloupe)

Melon (Honeydew)

Quarter 4 Melons in Arizona run from October – November. As Arizona finishes in late November, offshore fruit will come into play.
November through late May we have the “Offshore” deal with Guatemala being the prime source for this time period. As the offshore deal
finishes in late May, we move back into Arizona for the month of June. Arizona harvest will overlap California fruit from the San Joaquin
Valley as It ramps up in early July. Peak harvest for Arizona will be late October. Offshore fruit will peak in January and San Joaquin Valley
will peak in August.

PRO*ACT is a National Network of Local Distributors
PROACTUSA.com
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Commodity Updates
Melon (Watermelon)
Watermelons are available in the central California valley. Volume has been light, as the Summer season is almost finished. There are also
now fewer mini watermelons loading in California. The quality and sugar of the fruit has remained good. As we move into October there will
be fruit available to load in Nogales, from northern Mexico. Heavy supplies are expected in Nogales for the Fall season. Mexico will have
lighter supplies in the Winter, before producing high volume again in the spring. Watermelons are also available to load in McAllen, TX for
the Fall and Winter seasons.

Peak Season
Peak volume is expected in November, and again in April.
Lighter supplies will be available from December through
March, when the fruit will be coming from Southern Mexico

Transition
Watermelon production will come from Mexico in October. Supplies will
be available in Nogales through April and into May.

Onions
The Northwest onion crop looks to be slightly larger than last season
in overall acreage. All growing areas had excellent weather during the
growing season which help produce good yields. Quality looks to be
excellent. This was helped by the nice weather which helped the curing
process of the onions in the fields.
Idaho: Acreage is slightly higher than last year. Growers are in the
process of finishing up harvest and should be done by the end of
October weather permitting. Quality going into the storages is excellent
with sizing peaking on Jumbo’s and larger.
Washington: Acreage is similar to last year’s. Growers have just finish
up with harvest. Sizing peaked on Jumbo’s Quality that went into the
storages was very nice. Export demand could be good due to Europe
having crop issues due to wet weather that hurt their crop.
Red onions will have adequate supplies out of both Washington and
Idaho. Quality is good. Sizing peaked on jumbo’s. Yields were average.
White onions supplies will start out adequate but will start to tighten up as we finish this quarter. Acreage was down compared to last year
with lower yields are main cause of tighter markets late this quarter. Quality is good with a few storages being reported with issues.
Mexico: Acreage is similar to last years. This year’s crop was late getting into the ground due to very wet weather during planting. This
could hurt the yields and quality of the crop. Time will only tell.
Texas is just starting the process of planting their crop.

Peak Season
Onions will be in peak season through this quarter.

PRO*ACT is a National Network of Local Distributors
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Commodity Updates
Pears
Pears are currently being harvested from many states across the country. The majority though is coming from Washington and California.
Washington has a full range of sizes and varieties. California has plenty of supplies but will finish their season by October. Quality is excellent
with good sugar levels, minimal scarring, and good pressure tests.

Transition
California pears will finishing in October and Washington will be full swing harvesting.

Pineapples
Pineapple volumes look to be strong during this period, and quality and sizing is expected to be excellent. Volumes will begin to tighten up
slightly as we reach the end of December and beginning of January. This is typical of Latin America harvesting, due to the Christmas holiday.

Potatoes
Idaho, Washington, Colorado and Wisconsin had very good weather during the growing season. Nice quality and yield have been reported out
of most areas due to the good weather. Overall sizing is above average.
Idaho had a slight increase in acreage over last year. Excellent growing conditions produced good yields and sizing. Quality of the Norkotahs
and Burbanks are reported as good. Norkotahs size profile is larger than average and peak on 70 count and larger. Burbanks size profile
is average to slightly above average peaking on 80 count and larger. Supplies will be fully harvested by the middle of October weather
permitting.
Washington crop is slightly down in acreage over last years. Growing conditions were fair with some disease hurting size and yields. Size
profile is peaking on 80 count. Crop is coming out of storage.
Colorado/Wisconsin acreage is similar to last year’s. Sizing and yields look to be average. Crop will be into storage by the end of October.

Peak Season
Russet Potatoes will be in Peak season starting the being
of November.

PRO*ACT is a National Network of Local Distributors
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Transition
Potatoes will be all coming out of storage by the start of November.
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Commodity Updates
Potatoes (colored)
Supplies of Red, Yellow and White potato our of Western Washington are similar to last year’s numbers. The Size and yields are normal to
slightly above average with very nice quality. Sizing is peaking on A’s. Number-two will start out limited as we start the quarter but will improve
as we get into November.
North Dakota Red and Gold supplies are down from last year’s bumper crop. Yield and sizing are average with very nice quality.
Transportation will tighten up as we enter the holiday season.

Peak Season
Red, White, and Gold potatoes will be in peak season out of all growing areas.

Squash
East: At the beginning of the 4th quarter there will be steady volume of
squash in South Carolina, Georgia and north Florida. The mid-west and
northeast will be done after an early finish; the mid-Atlantic will be on its last
legs after hurricane Florence dropped a lot of rain on most of the region.
Central Florida will start production in mid-October and Homestead will start
the second week of November and continue through the end of the year.
With the mid-west season coming to an end early and Hurricane Florence
drowning supplies in North Carolina and hurting more supply in South
Carolina and Virginia. The 4th quarter will start off with a strong squash
market but supply should be steady with no gaps through the end of the
year.
West: Zucchini and yellow squash are being grown in Santa Maria. Supplies
in Santa Maria are expected to decline at the end of September, as the
Summer season wraps up. Squash from northern Mexico has started to ship
out of Nogales for the Fall. A tropical depression dropped some heavy rain
in the Sonoran region of northern Mexico in early September. The storm
has delayed the beginning of the Fall season by 10 - 14 days for most growers. Some growers were able to harvest on time, but volume is
lower than expected to start the season. Supplies are expected to increase by mid October, as the weather conditions have been favorable
since the storm. Squash will load in Nogales through the end of May. There will be lighter volume at times when squash production shifts
to different growing areas in Mexico. Lighter supplies from central Mexico will be available to load in McAllen, TX in the Fall, and also from
western Mexico in the Winter.

Transition

Peak Season
East: Mid-October in Georgia and then the 3rd
week of November in South Florida.
West: Peak volume for squash from Mexico is
expected in November, and then again in April.

East: 1st of November from Georgia to Central Florida and 3rd week of
November from Central Florida to Homestead, Fl.
West: Squash production will transition to Nogales in late September. Supplies
will be available to load in Nogales through May. Lighter supplies when squash
production shifts to different growing areas of Mexico in December, and once
again in March.

PRO*ACT is a National Network of Local Distributors
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Commodity Updates
Stone Fruit
As we approach Q4, the season should have a normal end date. Peaches are expected to last into October with good quality and larger
size. Nectarines will be finishing between mid and late September. Plums will remain going well into October. Kiwi supplies will remain
limited until California starts in late September and early October. Offshore stone fruit will start on the East coast with the first vessels
arriving the second week of December with the first West coast vessels arriving the 3rd week of December.

Transition
California stone fruit is coming to an end, Offshore stone fruit will start up towards the end of Q4.

Tomatoes
Reminiscent of Hurricane Irma in 2017, Hurricane Florence arrived on the shores of the Carolinas almost a year to date, where the storm
stalled over land flooding much of the coastline and inland areas in the days following. Hurricane Florence was a significant weather event
bringing an end to some summer programs prematurely, however the Fall growing regions for the 4th quarter in the East were unaffected
by the storm.
As September closes, the round tomato market is steady with no serious threat to supply as programs wind down and transition.
Tennessee, Georgia, and Michigan are the main growing areas in the east, with much of the national supply for round tomatoes still coming
out of California. While North Carolina and Virginia districts assess crop damage there is a shortage to Cherry and Grape tomatoes from
these regions, however new operations are set to supplement supply as soon as October from new operations in Florida.
Quincy, Florida is scheduled to begin harvests by the last week of September with Ruskin beginning a few weeks thereafter to help
contribute to the overall market as California winds down for the season. Florida crops were not adversely affected from Hurricane Florence
and there are no quality concerns at this time. Couple these Florida crown picks with smaller summer programs in Georgia, Tennessee, and
Michigan and supplies should build and operations transition further South.
Meanwhile in the west, California continues with steady harvest and tapering off supply through October as operations wind down. Baja
and Mainland Mexico have weather related diminished crops reducing exports to the U.S., but supplies will increase as weather improves in
the coming weeks, however quality may be an issue.

Peak Season
National supply will peak mid to late November with a
majority of overall volume coming from Southern Florida and
Mainland Mexico.

PRO*ACT is a National Network of Local Distributors
PROACTUSA.com

Transition
October
West - California and Baja, and Mexico crossing TX
East - North Florida (Quincy and Ruskin)
November
West - Baja and Mexico crossing TX and AZ
East – Central Florida (Palmetto/Ruskin) light to moderate production
with delayed start to the season
December
West - Baja finishing and mainland Mexico starting mid month
East – South Florida (Immokalee/Naples)
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